Image Face Recognition Somatology Sipi Dubey
a face recognition system through somatology - our system is a feature based face recognition system; a
successful face recognition methodology depends heavily on the particular choice of the features used by the
recognition system. in this paper we have proposed features selection method through somatology which is the
division of anthropology[2]. personal identification through facial features - direct recognition of
anthropometric studies, tattoos/scars/ patches and the study of the facial features [3]. the main goal of
somatoscopy or forensic somatology is to identify the individual by analyzing their body. mantecÃƒÂ³n [4],
highlights the importance of facial features, especially the ears. 2011 international conference on computer and
... - 2011 international conference on computer and computational intelligence (iccci 2011) : december 2 - 4,
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dr. sipi dubey ..... 71 014-c022 research on optimization of path planning in a dynamic map li bo and xiao shuang
jiu ..... 81 015-c023 a hybrid model for email prioritization a study of teaching plan for the physical activity
using ict - ties that applied technologies such as motion recognition or virtual reality. this study sought to present
the possibility of using ict and education model for the education on the physical activities. education of physical
activities faces a number of limitations. in particular, share of the time and space limitations is high. reference list
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